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1. INTRODUCTION {#mgg3983-sec-0005}
===============

Suicide is an important health problem all over the word; nearly 800,000 suicide deaths were observed in 2016 worldwide (Organiztion, [2019](#mgg3983-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). It has been reported that more than 80% of individuals who died by suicide had at least one psychiatric diagnosis (Galfalvy et al., [2015](#mgg3983-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [2013](#mgg3983-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). For instance, it has been suggested that individuals with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder have higher rates of suicide (Mirkovic et al., [2016](#mgg3983-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Zai et al., [2015](#mgg3983-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}) mainly due to processes of internalizing (as posttraumatic stress, depression) and externalizing (as substance use, antisocial personality) problems (Schneider & Grozinger, [2010](#mgg3983-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}).

It has also been observed that suicide has a prominent genetic component (Sokolowski, Wasserman, & Wasserman, [2016a](#mgg3983-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Stein et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Willour et al., [2012](#mgg3983-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). For example, Fu et al., addressed the relation between suicidal ideation (SI) and suicidal behavior (SB) in 3,372 male twin pairs from the Vietnam Era Twin Registry and they found that monozygotic (MZ) twins were more likely to be concordant for suicide attempts than dizygotic (DZ) twins; even after adjusting for other risk factors of SB, psychiatric diagnoses were not discarded for the inclusion criteria. They reported heritability of 43% for SI and 30% for suicide attempt (SA; Fu et al., [2002](#mgg3983-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). Another example is the study by Glowinski et al. that reported heritability of 38% in a representative sample of 3,416 female suicide‐attempter twins from the Child Semi‐Structured Assessment for the Genetics of Alcoholism, which includes a detailed SB section. In addition, they observed a concordance rate of 25% in MZ versus 12.8% in DZ twins. Nevertheless, the precise genetic predisposition in these studies has not been fully understood yet (Glowinski et al., [2001](#mgg3983-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, identifying genetic components that contribute to develop suicide behavior/attempt in individuals with psychiatric disorders will provide an insight into the biology underlying these diseases (Sokolowski et al., [2016a](#mgg3983-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Sokolowski, Wasserman, & Wasserman, [2016b](#mgg3983-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}).

Research in genetics has focused on searching for candidate genes that could lead to a better understanding of psychiatric diseases and could work as possible biomarkers that help prevent, diagnose, or treat these diseases (Eftekharian et al., [2018](#mgg3983-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Genis‐Mendoza et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Lopez‐Narvaez et al., [2015](#mgg3983-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Molina‐Guzman et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). Nevertheless, association studies of candidate genes frequently generate contradictory results; for this reason, technical improvements have led to genome‐wide association studies (GWAS) in order to locate genes or loci using the whole genome of individuals (Kimbrel et al., [2018](#mgg3983-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Lasky‐Su & Lange, [2010](#mgg3983-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Melroy‐Greif, Gizer, Wilhelmsen, & Ehlers, [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Willour et al. ([2012](#mgg3983-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) conducted a GWAS in a sample of 2,698 individuals with bipolar disorder, of whom 1,201 subjects had previous suicide attempts; they found an association with marker rs300774 located in chromosomal region 2p25 (Willour et al., [2012](#mgg3983-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, Perlis et al., observed the strongest association in a suicide attempt group with bipolar disorder that came from the intergenic chromosome 10 marker rs1466846 (Perlis et al., [2010](#mgg3983-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). However, a small study used GWAS to identify candidate genes and did not find any variants that reached the traditional threshold for significance, but the expression array identified a cluster of genes involved in neuroimmune function (Galfalvy et al., [2013](#mgg3983-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). GWAS have been an excellent tool to find signals related to genetic factors affecting diseases; nevertheless, these genetic signals are made through individualized variants; however, GWAS do not measure the possible effects of one particular gene, which is a limitation (Powers et al., [2016](#mgg3983-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Wang, Jia, Wolfinger, Chen, & Zhao, [2011](#mgg3983-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). Despite the important information that has been obtained through GWAS, the outcomes mainly reflect Caucasian or Asian populations, as there are not enough data published for Latin American populations (Melroy‐Greif et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Mullins et al., [2014](#mgg3983-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Sokolowski, Wasserman, & Wasserman, [2014](#mgg3983-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}).

Contrary to the rest of the word, in Mexico, suicide rates have increased over the past 40 years (Borges et al., [2019](#mgg3983-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, several genetic association studies have been performed recently in this population (Genis‐Mendoza et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Molina‐Guzman et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}); however, no GWAS studies have been performed in Mexican population. Hence, we performed a gene‐level genome‐wide association analysis in Mexican individuals with a psychiatric diagnosis and SA. Additionally, we conducted a prediction and functional analysis of the associated variants.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS {#mgg3983-sec-0006}
========================

2.1. Ethical compliance {#mgg3983-sec-0007}
-----------------------

The protocol was approved by the ethics committee of research of the "Instituto Nacional de Medicina Genómica" (approbation number: 23/2015/I). All individuals included in the study signed an informed consent and the protocols were developed in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration.

2.2. Sample {#mgg3983-sec-0008}
-----------

Participants were recruited from two clinical centers: Regional Hospital Dr. Desiderio G. Carbajal in Tabasco State (*n* = 16), and from the Carracci Medical group in Mexico City (*n* = 176). The total sample consisted of 192 individuals of 18 to 55 years of age, 100 were males (52.08%) and 92 were females (49.92%). All individuals included were born in Mexico and had Mexican descendance of at least two generations.

2.3. Cases {#mgg3983-sec-0009}
----------

The case group consisted of individuals who attended the service of psychiatry in any of the hospitals previously mentioned and were diagnosed with at least one SA. Initially, clinical interviews helped us to determine the most relevant symptoms, diagnoses were determined using the DSM‐IV criteria (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder Fourth Edition) in which disorders pertaining to Axis I were considered; those diagnoses were confirmed by at least two experienced psychiatrists through the Spanish version of DIGS (Diagnostic Interview for Genetic Studies). As exclusion criteria, we considered major depressive episodes or anxiety condition, a lifetime history of severe head trauma or central nervous system disorder and mental retardation, and individuals under 18 years of age. First, we gathered 125 candidates, but only 37 patients met the inclusion criteria of SA, for more detail see Figure [S1](#mgg3983-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In these 37 suicide attempters, the lifetime DSM‐IV diagnoses were paranoid schizophrenia 72.97% (range age: 18--38; male/female: 6/4) and bipolar disorder type I 27.03% (range age: 25--49; male/female: 14/13), which are the psychiatric traits more frequently observed in the clinical centers used. The prevalence of lifetime substance use disorders (dual diagnosis) in the group of patients with schizophrenia was 40.28%, and in the patients with bipolar disorder was 57.72%. The mean age in suicide attempters was 35.55 years, the mean onset age of suicide attempt was 29.1 years (range 18--49 years), average schooling was 11.51 years (range 6--13 years); finally, 20 were males and 17 were females.

### 2.3.1. Suicide attempt definition {#mgg3983-sec-0010}

We defined suicide attempt as a self‐harm behavior with at least some intent to end one\'s life. Suicide attempt was confirmed by trained psychiatrists using the Suicide Intent Scale in its Spanish version (Beck, Schuyler, & Herman, [1974](#mgg3983-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Fresan et al., [2015](#mgg3983-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). When psychiatrists determined that the self‐injury behavior was performed without the intent to die, those individuals were excluded (Fresan et al., [2015](#mgg3983-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Gonzalez‐Castro et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}).

2.4. Comparison group {#mgg3983-sec-0011}
---------------------

The control group included random individuals who did not have active and/or passive suicide ideation/suicide attempt or family history of any suicide ideation/suicide attempt, this was determined during brief interviews performed by psychiatrists. Individuals were excluded if they had a concomitant medical or neurological illness and intellectual disability that would not allow them to consent. Of 200 individuals first selected, only 155 met all the selection criteria. The mean age in the control group was 34.37 years (range 24--55 years), the average schooling was 13.16 years (range 10--15 years); the sample comprised 76 males and 79 females.

2.5. Genotyping and imputation {#mgg3983-sec-0012}
------------------------------

Venous blood was taken from every individual and placed into EDTA containing tubes. DNA isolation was conducted in peripheral leukocytes following a previously published technique (Genis‐Mendoza et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Lopez‐Narvaez et al., [2015](#mgg3983-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Molina‐Guzman et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). Direct genotyping was performed using the commercial platform Infinium PsychArray BeadChip (PsychChip, Illumina), following the protocol and conditions established by the provider. This platform includes around 560,000 variants distributed in the whole human genome and contains polymorphisms previously associated with psychiatric disorders. Intensity rates were converted to PLINK format files using the Genome Studio Platform. Subsequently, initial QC procedures on genotyping data were performed on PLINK (3). Individuals were excluded based on the following criteria: individuals and variants with a call rate lower than 95%; variants with minor allele frequency (MAF) lower than 5% and p‐value lower than 1e^−06^ for chi‐squared test for Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium (HWE). We also performed and identity‐by‐descent analysis, individuals with pihat ≥0.1 were removed from subsequent analyses. To have a higher coverage of polymorphisms in the genome, we performed an imputation process. Beagle with the multiethnic 1000 genomes project reference panel was used during the imputation process (Browning, Zhou, & Browning, [2018](#mgg3983-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). After imputation, we used all variants with a MAF higher than 1% and we considered an imputed allelic dose higher than 0.4 as cut‐off. Imputation rendered a total of 4,835,917 single nucleotide polymorphisms.

2.6. Statistical analysis {#mgg3983-sec-0013}
-------------------------

### 2.6.1. Generalized gene‐level genome‐wide association analysis {#mgg3983-sec-0014}

To evaluate the gene‐level association with suicide attempt phenotype, we performed a generalized gene‐level analysis recording any suicide attempt as a binary variable. The gene‐level genetic association analysis was performed in MAGMA (de Leeuw, Mooij, Heskes, & Posthuma, [2015](#mgg3983-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). Data were analyzed under three different models: principal components regression, test of mean SNP association and test of top SNP associations. All models were adjusted by age, gender, main diagnosis (bipolar disease or schizophrenia) and the first five principal components of global ancestry. Global ancestry estimates were performed with a panel of ancestry informative markers previously published to differentiate American populations, the principal components were calculated using GCTA (Galanter et al., [2012](#mgg3983-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Yang, Lee, Goddard, & Visscher, [2011](#mgg3983-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). For statistical significance, we considered ponderation of *p*‐values of the three different models of gene‐level analysis. A *p*‐value lower than 1e‐05 was considered as gene‐level significant and a *p*‐value lower than 1e‐04 was considered as gene‐level nominal significant.

### 2.6.2. Variant‐level analysis {#mgg3983-sec-0015}

Once we found genes associated with suicide attempt through the gene‐level analysis, we performed a nested analysis of point variant on those genes (Wu & Zhi, [2013](#mgg3983-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). For the variant‐level analysis, we extracted all variants imputed and performed genetic association testing suicide attempt by means of logistic regression analysis implemented in PLINK. All models were adjusted by age, gender, main diagnosis (bipolar disease or schizophrenia) and the first five principal components of global ancestry. Additive genetic model was applied to assess the significance of SNPs. A *p* \< .05 was established as significance after Bonferroni correction.

### 2.6.3. Prediction of functional analysis {#mgg3983-sec-0016}

We predicted the potential effect of gene polymorphisms to be associated with suicide attempt in psychiatric patients using bioinformatics tool RegulomeDB database (22955989).

### 2.6.4. Enrichment analysis {#mgg3983-sec-0017}

Genes statistically associated with suicide attempt in our sample were included for Enrichment analysis using Enrichr (<http://amp.pharm.mssm.edu/Enrichr/>). Enrichr is an integrative web‐based and mobile software application that includes new gene‐set libraries, an alternative approach to rank enriched terms and various interactive visualization approaches to display enrichment results. Enrichr analyzed GO (gene ontology) biological process and pathways Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes -- Genome (KEGG) in our sample, and detected genes/gene‐levels that were statistically associated with suicide attempt. For this, Enrichr uses three approaches: a) a standard Fisher exact test, b) a Fisher exact correction test based on intuition analysis to generate a *Z*‐score of the expected rank deviation and 3) a combination of both *p* values computed using the fisher exact test and the *Z*‐score; adjusted *p*‐values were obtained using the Benjamini‐Hochberg method for correction for multiple hypotheses testing.

3. RESULTS {#mgg3983-sec-0018}
==========

3.1. Identification of novel genes associated with suicide attempt {#mgg3983-sec-0019}
------------------------------------------------------------------

In the genome‐wide gene‐level association analysis we found that Scavenger receptor class A member 5 (*SCARA5*) gene (OMIM accession number: 611306) was associated with suicide intent at gene‐level, with statistical significance (*p* = 6.77e‐06). Meanwhile, growth hormone secretagogue receptor (*GHSR*, *p* = 2.92e‐05, OMIM accession number: 601898), regulator of G protein signaling 10 (*RGS10*, *p* = 4.10e‐05, OMIM accession number: 602856) and serine/threonine kinase 33 (*STK33*, *p* = 8.23e‐05, OMIM accession number: 607670) were nominally associated with suicide attempt; Table [1](#mgg3983-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Also, see Figure [S2](#mgg3983-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

###### 

Summary of the gene‐level association to suicide attempt

  Chromosome   Genomic position       Gene     \# SNVs   Z‐stat   p‐value
  ------------ ---------------------- -------- --------- -------- ------------
  3            172161081--172166246   GHSR     12        4.02     2.92e^−05^
  8            27727399--27850369     SCARA5   352       4.35     6.77e^−06^
  10           121259339--121302222   RGS10    128       3.93     4.10e^−05^
  11           8413417--8615836       STK33    526       3.77     8.23e^−05^

GHSR: NC_000003.12/ Gene ID 2693; SCARA5: NC_000008.11/ Gene ID 286133; RGS10: NC_000010.11/ Gene ID 6001; STK33: NC_000011.10/ Gene ID 65975.
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3.2. Variant‐level genetic association {#mgg3983-sec-0020}
--------------------------------------

Once we found gene‐level associations, we performed a nested association test of all variants included in each gene. We found that 118 SNPs were associated with suicide attempt in this nested analysis. The variants associated with suicide attempt are reported in Table [2](#mgg3983-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. Variants most highly associated with suicide attempt were rs565105 of *GSHR*, rs2685393 of *SCARA5*, rs561361616 of *RGS10* and rs11041981 of *STK33* (Tables [3](#mgg3983-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#mgg3983-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Variant genetic association with suicide attempt

  Chromosome   Gene        SNP           BP             A1/A2                 Clinical significance   Gene consequence      A1f cases             A1f controls   OR \[CI 95%\]         *p*‐value
  ------------ ----------- ------------- -------------- --------------------- ----------------------- --------------------- --------------------- -------------- --------------------- ------------
  3            *GHSR*      rs565105      172162117      G/T                   Benign                  3 prime UTR variant   0.44                  0.18           3.35 \[1.77--6.53\]   2.33e^−04^
  rs482204     172162829   G/A           Benign         3 prime UTR variant   0.44                    0.19                  3.36 \[1.75--6.46\]   2.66e^−04^                           
  rs495225     172166033   G/A           Benign         Synonymous variant    0.44                    0.20                  3.04 \[1.61--5.75\]   6.40e^−04^                           
  rs2948694    172165163   G/A           Not reported   Intron variant        0.28                    0.11                  3.26 \[1.54--6.91\]   2.04e^−03^                           
  8            *SCARA5*    rs2685393     27831887       C/T                   Not reported            Intron variant        0.67                  0.88           3.45 \[1.82--6.57\]   1.58e^−04^
  10           *RGS10*     rs561361616   121294102      A/C                   Not reported            Intron variant        0.74                  0.47           0.20 \[0.10--0.42\]   2.08e^−05^
  rs1537577    121284536   C/T           Not reported   Intron variant        0.78                    0.53                  0.23 \[0.11--0.47\]   7.07e^−05^                           
  rs11198999   121285930   A/G           Not reported   Intron variant        0.76                    0.51                  0.25 \[0.12--0.49\]   7.84e^−05^                           
  rs9732576    121294035   G/A           Not reported   Intron variant        0.76                    0.53                  0.27 \[0.14--0.54\]   1.91e^−04^                           
  rs9732577    121294198   C/T           Not reported   Intron variant        0.76                    0.53                  0.27 \[0.14--0.54\]   1.91e^−04^                           
  rs2014999    121287641   C/A           Not reported   Intron variant        0.76                    0.54                  0.29 \[0.15--0.57\]   3.38e^−04^                           
  rs11199000   121288885   G/A           Not reported   Intron variant        0.76                    0.54                  0.29 \[0.15--0.57\]   3.38e^−04^                           
  rs17098973   121288501   G/A           Not reported   Intron variant        0.76                    0.54                  0.29 \[0.15--0.57\]   3.39e^−04^                           
  11           *STK33*     rs11041981    8579208        T/C                   Not reported            Intron variant        0.24                  0.52           0.22 \[0.11--0.44\]   1.81e^−05^
  rs11041993   8596554     T/C           Not reported   Intron variant        0.25                    0.53                  0.22 \[0.11--0.45\]   2.27e^−05^                           
  rs11041994   8597866     C/A           Not reported   Intron variant        0.25                    0.53                  0.22 \[0.11--0.45\]   2.27e^−05^                           
  rs11041995   8598233     A/G           Not reported   Intron variant        0.25                    0.53                  0.22 \[0.11--0.45\]   2.27e^−05^                           
  rs11041997   8602016     G/A           Not reported   Intron variant        0.75                    0.47                  0.22 \[0.11--0.45\]   2.27e^−05^                           
  rs10840083   8608636     A/G           Not reported   Intron variant        0.25                    0.53                  0.22 \[0.11--0.45\]   2.27e^−05^                           
  rs10769918   8609710     C/T           Not reported   Intron variant        0.25                    0.53                  0.22 \[0.11--0.45\]   2.27e^−05^                           

GHSR: NC_000003.12/ Gene ID 2693; SCARA5: NC_000008.11/ Gene ID 286133; RGS10: NC_000010.11/ Gene ID 6001; STK33: NC_000011.10/ Gene ID 65975

Abbreviations: A1, wild type allele; A1f, allele frequency of A1; A2, mutant allele; A2f, allele frequency of A2; BP, base pair.
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###### 

Biological process gene ontology implicated in genes associated with suicide attempt

  Rank   Biological Process (accession number)                                     *p*‐value   Adjusted *p*‐value   *Z*‐score   Combined score
  ------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- -------------------- ----------- ----------------
  1      growth hormone secretion (GO:0030252)                                     0.001399    0.01419              −3.2        21.05
  2      positive regulation of multicellular organism growth (GO:0040018)         0.001599    0.01419              −2.78       17.91
  3      negative regulation of interleukin−1 production (GO:0032692)              0.001799    0.01419              −2.76       17.45
  4      iron ion transport (GO:0006826)                                           0.002598    0.01419              −2.92       17.4
  5      regulation of tumor necrosis factor biosynthetic process (GO:0042534)     0.002398    0.01419              −2.71       16.34
  6      negative regulation of interleukin−1 beta production (GO:0032691)         0.002997    0.01419              −2.48       14.39
  7      regulation of interleukin−6 biosynthetic process (GO:0045408)             0.001999    0.01419              −2.23       13.87
  8      regulation of interleukin−1 beta production (GO:0032651)                  0.002797    0.01419              −2.3        13.54
  9      G protein‐coupled acetylcholine receptor signaling pathway (GO:0007213)   0.003396    0.01419              −2.35       13.38
  10     acetylcholine receptor signaling pathway (GO:0095500)                     0.003994    0.01419              −2.23       12.31
  11     regulation of multicellular organism growth (GO:0040014)                  0.003595    0.01419              −2.11       11.88
  12     cellular iron ion homeostasis (GO:0006879)                                0.01135     0.02327              −2.62       11.73
  13     negative regulation of tumor necrosis factor production (GO:0032720)      0.007181    0.01681              −2.32       11.45
  14     protein homotrimerization (GO:0070207)                                    0.004592    0.01419              −2.11       11.37
  15     peptide hormone secretion (GO:0030072)                                    0.00519     0.01419              −2.07       10.9
  16     negative regulation of cytokine biosynthetic process (GO:0042036)         0.004393    0.01419              −1.95       10.6
  17     actin polymerization or depolymerization (GO:0008154)                     0.00738     0.01681              −1.93       9.5
  18     positive regulation of developmental growth (GO:0048639)                  0.01036     0.02236              −2.07       9.44
  19     protein trimerization (GO:0070206)                                        0.006584    0.01681              −1.72       8.62
  20     negative regulation of interleukin−6 production (GO:0032715)              0.004991    0.01419              −1.52       8.07
  21     negative regulation of inflammatory response (GO:0050728)                 0.01571     0.02751              −1.83       7.59
  22     negative regulation of defense response (GO:0031348)                      0.0161      0.02751              −1.74       7.17
  23     peptidyl‐threonine modification (GO:0018210)                              0.01788     0.02932              −1.73       6.98
  24     iron ion homeostasis (GO:0055072)                                         0.01274     0.02487              −1.56       6.8
  25     cellular transition metal ion homeostasis (GO:0046916)                    0.01867     0.02944              −1.57       6.24
  26     protein autophosphorylation (GO:0046777)                                  0.03474     0.04189              −1.79       6.03
  27     positive regulation of hydrolase activity (GO:0051345)                    0.03416     0.04189              −1.7        5.74
  28     positive regulation of multicellular organismal process (GO:0051240)      0.03999     0.04315              −1.69       5.44
  29     peptidyl‐threonine phosphorylation (GO:0018107)                           0.01373     0.02559              −1.23       5.27
  30     peptidyl‐serine phosphorylation (GO:0018105)                              0.02888     0.03947              −1.44       5.1
  31     endocytosis (GO:0006897)                                                  0.05177     0.05442              −1.65       4.89
  32     peptidyl‐serine modification (GO:0018209)                                 0.03377     0.04189              −1.44       4.89
  33     protein homooligomerization (GO:0051260)                                  0.03766     0.04216              −1.46       4.78
  34     negative regulation of response to external stimulus (GO:0032102)         0.02143     0.03254              −1.19       4.58
  35     inorganic cation transmembrane transport (GO:0098662)                     0.02791     0.03945              −1.26       4.51
  36     actin filament organization (GO:0007015)                                  0.02398     0.03512              −1.16       4.32
  37     vesicle‐mediated transport (GO:0016192)                                   0.07971     0.0817               −1.61       4.08
  38     regulation of GTPase activity (GO:0043087)                                0.03727     0.04216              −1.21       3.97
  39     positive regulation of GTPase activity (GO:0043547)                       0.03805     0.04216              −1.17       3.84
  40     regulation of inflammatory response (GO:0050727)                          0.03299     0.04189              −1.01       3.44
  41     protein phosphorylation (GO:0006468)                                      0.09093     0.09093              −1.07       2.56
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###### 

Pathways implicated in genes associated with suicide attempt

  Rank   KEGG pathway (accession number)                       *p*‐value   Adjusted *p*‐value   *Z*‐score   Combined score
  ------ ----------------------------------------------------- ----------- -------------------- ----------- ----------------
  1      cAMP signaling pathway (hsa04024)                     0.03921     0.05426              −1.94       6.3
  2      Neuroactive ligand--receptor interaction (hsa04080)   0.05426     0.05426              −1.87       5.45
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3.3. Prediction of functional analysis of variants associated with suicide attempt {#mgg3983-sec-0021}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the 118 variants associated with suicide attempt, we determined the type of each variant. We observed that 10 variants were short insertion/deletion and 108 were single nucleotide variants. Regarding gene location of these variants, we found 113 to be intronic, two were located in untranslated regions (rs565105 and rs482204), two were near the region of splicing (rs7934396 and rs2289921) and one was a synonymous variant (rs495225). As variants were located on noncoding regions with no effects on protein structure, we searched for variants in the RegulomeDB database and only reported those with the highest scores (scores only in 1). The following variants had the highest scores and all laid in gene *STK33*: rs1374262 (score: 1f, TF: *FOXA1*, eQTL: *EIF3F*), rs7101471 (score: 1d, TF: *SPI1*, eQTL: *EIF3F*), rs7939731 (score: 1d, TF: *ESR1*, eQTL: *EIF3F*), rs10769915 (score: 1f, eQTL: c*11orf17*), rs10160430 (score: 1f, TF: *SETDB1*, eQTL: *c11orf17*).

3.4. Enrichment analysis {#mgg3983-sec-0022}
------------------------

We explored gene ontology and pathways involved in genes statistically associated with suicide attempt in our population. Derived from this, we obtained 41 gene ontologies of biological processes; after adjusting *p* values, 38 gene ontologies of biological processes showed statistical significance (*p* \< .05). Regarding pathways, we only identified two: cAMP signaling pathway and neuroactive ligand--receptor interaction, none of them maintained statistical significance after adjusting *p* values.

4. DISCUSSION {#mgg3983-sec-0023}
=============

Nowadays, it is well known that there are a variety of biological risk factors for suicide attempt. GWAS allow to explore biological systems that have not been studied yet. Therefore, our aim was to conduct a gene‐level association study in Mexican individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia or bipolar disorders who had attempted suicide, in order to find genetic determinants that could increase the risk of SA behavior.

Initially, our outcomes revealed novel genes associated with SA in Mexican individuals with psychiatric disorders; for instance, *SCARA5* was significantly associated. In 2006, *SCARA5* was identified as the novel member of the SR family by Jing et al, and its gene is located on chromosome 8p21.1 (Jiang, Oliver, Davies, & Platt, [2006](#mgg3983-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). The association with SA could be through scavenger receptors class A (SR‐A) that initiates inflammatory responses; *SCARA5* expression itself is associated with the activation/polarization of microglia (Tang et al., [2018](#mgg3983-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}). Activated microglia produce cytokines and chemokines that impact synaptic plasticity, neurotransmitter metabolism, and neurocircuits relevant to mood regulation (Isgren et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, increased transcriptome variability of SCARA5 has been observed in the temporal cortex of patents with autism (Garbett et al., [2008](#mgg3983-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}); one can speculate that this pathway participates in the role of SR‐A in microglia inflammatory response, which is observed in some neuropsychiatric diseases (Brites & Fernandes, [2015](#mgg3983-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Cornejo et al., [2018](#mgg3983-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). The association of *SCARA5* in psychiatric patients with suicide attempt had not been reported before; nevertheless, previous evidence of association with psychiatric disorders has been found in GWAS and schizophrenia and depression, among others (Carboni et al., [2018](#mgg3983-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Rincon‐Cortes et al., [2015](#mgg3983-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Xu et al., [2013](#mgg3983-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, we could infer that *SCARA5* has a small participation in SA behavior. Future validation of these results could provide a better understanding of risk factors that influence the development of suicide behavior and suicide attempt.

This preliminary study also revealed that *GHSR* is associated with SA in our Mexican population with psychiatric disorders. *GHSR* encodes a member of the G protein‐coupled receptor family, which is located on chromosome region 3q26.31 (Cabral, Lopez Soto, Epelbaum, & Perello, [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Valentina, Susana, & Jesica, [2018](#mgg3983-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). It has been reported that GHSR can heterodimerize with other G protein‐coupled receptors, such as serotonin receptor 2C and dopamine receptors D1 and D2, which are strongly associated with SB (Cabral et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Genis‐Mendoza et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). A relation between GHSR and SA behavior could be due to *GHSR* expression mainly in the pituitary gland and other specific areas of the central nervous system; for instance, it is highly distributed in hypothalamus, which is an important region that controls neuroendocrine functions (Kim et al., [2003](#mgg3983-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Valentina et al., [2018](#mgg3983-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). High *GHSR* expression is also found in hippocampus, amygdala, and ventral tegmental area, which have an important participation in mood regulation (Huang et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). Derived from this, we could suggest that GHSR activity impacts strongly on neuronal activity, which entails a possible physiological and behavioral effect. These outcomes would help the search for candidate gene regions associated with predisposition to SA behavior.

We also found association between other genes and suicide attempt, such as *RGS‐10* located on chromosome region 10q26.11. The regulator of G protein signaling (RGS) plays a crucial role in modulating GPCR signaling through its GTPase‐activating protein activity toward Gα subunits (Lee & Tansey, [2015](#mgg3983-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). Due to various effects of GPCR signaling downstream, RGS proteins have been implicated in a number of diseases, ranging from cancer to CNS disorders (Hishimoto et al., [2004](#mgg3983-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Lee & Tansey, [2015](#mgg3983-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Stuart Gibbons et al., [2008](#mgg3983-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). In this sense, it has been suggested that the dysfunction of neuronal signal transduction via G protein is involved in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia and may also be in bipolar disorder (Stuart Gibbons et al., [2008](#mgg3983-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). Some scholars propose that some polymorphisms of *RGS10* which cause amino acid substitutions play a role in the biological susceptibility to these diseases through structural changes at protein level altering protein function; for instance, altering GAP activity. (Lee & Tansey, [2015](#mgg3983-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). However, this must be taken with caution as Rivero et al. ([2013](#mgg3983-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}) evaluated the expression of RGS4 and RGS10 proteins in postmortem brains of individuals with psychiatric disorders, and found unaltered membranes of RGS4 and cytosolic RGS10 proteins levels in schizophrenia and major depression in a mixed population from Switzerland and Spain (Rivero et al., [2013](#mgg3983-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). Further studies in Mexican population are needed in order to elucidate RGS10 functional status.

The last gene we found to be associated with SB in our analysis was *STK33*. STK33 was first discovered and classified as a serine/threonine‐protein kinase putatively related to the Ca2+/calmodulin‐dependent kinase family (CAMK) in 2001 (Mujica, Hankeln, & Schmidt, [2001](#mgg3983-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). *STK33* is located on chromosome region 11p15.3; its entire functions have not been elucidated yet; however, there are some suggestions (Brauksiepe, Baumgarten, Reuss, & Schmidt, [2014](#mgg3983-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). For example, Reuss, Brauksiepe, Disque‐Kaiser, & Olivier, [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} evaluated the expression and presence of STK33 protein in neuronal structures of central nervous system in rats and hamsters and observed large STK33‐immunoreactive axonal projections from magnocellular hypothalamus to the neurohypophysis (Reuss et al., [2017](#mgg3983-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, this functional connection suggests a bridge from neuronal to humoral regulation of the endocrine system. Subsequently, our results are important due to a possible implication of STK33 in SA; this gene deserves further attention in association studies of SB in Mexican population. With regards of predicting the type of variants that were associated with SA, they were mainly intronic, located on untranslated regions or near splicing regions, only one was a synonymous variant change. Therefore, we could say that even though there were no variants located on coding regions, these variants may still alter gene expression.

We want to emphasize that our findings have some limitations. Firstly, the sample size could be considered small and therefore has a low statistical power, decreasing the likelihood to detect small effects of candidate genes. The previous limitation is linked with the fact that we could not search for specific endophenotypes that may be involved in the pathogenesis of suicide attempt in our population. Future studies will need to address this issue either through incorporating covariates that help to improve the power of analysis (e.g. psychosocial risk factor for SA behaviors), stratification of characteristic phenotypes of suicide attempters (e.g. early onset for SA behavior) or increasing the sample size. We want to emphasize that we used the DSM IV criteria instead of the newest version recently published (DSM‐V); therefore, we did not take into account neurodegenerative conditions and substance use, which could be considered as a limitation, as some of the individuals included had a substance use disorder. This co‐occurring psychiatric disorders with substance use had been observed in other Mexican samples (Marin‐Navarrete et al., [2016](#mgg3983-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}); in fact, in Mexico it is common that individuals with psychiatric disorders (schizophrenia, bipolar among others) consume alcohol or other drugs (Fresan et al., [2015](#mgg3983-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Gonzalez‐Castro et al., [2016](#mgg3983-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). Then, we recommend taking into consideration this factor when interpreting the study outcomes. Another limitation is that we did not evaluate the impact that rare variants or copy number variants could have in our population. Nevertheless, our study suggests some candidate genes that could be used as tools to identify patients with serious risk of SA in future studies. Finally, we did not analyze environmental factors that may interact with genetic factors and increase the risk of SB (e.g. parental loss).

To sum up, our outcomes at gene‐level revealed that *SCARA5*, *GHSR*, *RGS10*, and *STK33* are candidate genes that could participate as risk biomarkers for suicide attempt in our Mexican psychiatric sample. Our findings should be judged as preliminary findings due to the limitations above mentioned. Nonetheless, we consider that this study could lead to the making of a valid hypothesis of genetic influence to develop suicide attempt in Mexican individuals with psychiatric disorders in further larger‐scale analyses.
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